
INTRODUCING XPERIO™

THE SUPERIOR GENERATION OF SUNWEAR

Xperio™—your practice’s 
single greatest opportunity
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The biggest opportunity for any practice is to encourage every patient 
to own a primary outdoor pair—a sunwear pair that goes hand in hand 
with a patient’s primary clear prescription pair. Every patient who wears 
prescription glasses should also own a pair of prescription sunglasses.

Have the Xperio™ sunwear conversation 
with every patient

•  Ask them how they currently protect their eyes from the 
harmful UV rays of the sun 

•  Let them know why it’s important to protect their eyes 
from harmful UV rays

• Explain to them why ordinary sunglasses aren’t enough

•   Have your patients try on polarized lenses so they can
“experience” the benefits for themselves

For the ultimate in crisp, clear vision, ask for Xperio polarized lenses 
with Crizal Sun™ with Scotchgard™ Protector

Crizal Sun with Scotchgard Protector is a backside-only anti-refelective 
treatment designed specifically for sun lenses. It protects both the 
eyes and the lenses, delivering the famous scratch protection and ease 
of cleaning of Crizal® technology, giving the wearer clearer vision while 
protecting their investment.

POWER TO THE DETAILS.

To learn more about Xperio polarized lenses, ask your 
Essilor Sales Consultant, or go to www.xperio.com

For more information contact: Luzerne Optical Laboratories, LTD at
800-233-9637 or on the web at www.LuzerneOptical.com



There’s more to sunglasses than looking cool
 
 • UV exposure may lead to premature macular degeneration
 
 •  Of the 20 million people with cataracts, an estimated 20% may be due to UVA exposure
 
 • Every year 3.2 million people go blind from prolonged UV exposure 

Every one of your patients is at risk of vision damage because of harmful UV rays. Xperio™ polarized 
lenses completely block UV rays, providing 100% UVA/UVB protection—reducing the risk of potential 
vision damage. And unlike regular sunglasses, they virtually eliminate glare, allowing your patients  
to see more clearly and comfortably outdoors. 

Introducing Xperio
Xperio is a new brand of polarized lenses that brings together the very best industry-leading 
designs and materials from Essilor, KBco and Specialty Lens Corporation. With Xperio polarized 
lenses, you can offer your patients superior visual performance and optimal comfort in the widest 
range of polarized offerings available. In fact, Xperio offers 37 unique polarized lens design and 
material combinations.

Safely
Xperio lenses eliminate dangerous glare—even dashboard glare—for greater driving safety.  
A recent clinical study measured driver reaction times for Xperio polarized lenses versus 
ordinary tints and found that driver reaction times were improved by 1/3 of a second. For a 
car traveling 50 mph, 1/3 of a second allows a driver to stop a vehicle 23 feet sooner. That’s 
the length of an intersection and could mean the dif ference between being in an accident or 
avoiding one. 

Beautifully
Xperio lenses let you see even the smallest things with greater clarity, truer color perception 
and total comfort. Clinical studies show that Xperio polarized lenses improve contrast sensitivity 
by 75%, allowing wearers to experience the outdoors with increased clarity of vision versus 
ordinary tints. This also enables Xperio lenses to allow for greater natural color enhancement, 
or the ability to see truer color outdoors.

Introducing Xperio™—experience the outdoors like never before
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All lenses that carry the Xperio name meet or 
exceed Essilor’s rigorous performance standards. 
Xperio polarized lenses are superior to ordinary 
tints with benefits that include: glare reduction, 
truer color perception, unmatched clarity of 
vision and superior scratch resistance. Combined 
with 100 percent UVA/UVB protection, Xperio 
allows your patients to experience their world 
more safely and more beautifully.


